October 13, 2016

President Ary Graça
Fédération Internationale de Volleyball
Château Les Tourelles
Ch. Edouard-Sandoz 2-4
1006 Lausanne Switzerland

RE: Action on Ban of Women at FIVB Volleyball Tournaments in Iran

Dear President Graça,

We are following up on our letter on May 31, 2016, regarding the ongoing discriminatory barriers that prevent women from attending FIVB tournaments in Iran. We ask the International Volleyball Federation (FIVB) to investigate this long-standing problem in the follow-up to your World Congress this month and to announce a strategy for ending this unacceptable discrimination. In a matter of weeks, the FIVB will announce host countries for its 2017 World League. The FIVB should not grant Iran the right to host the next World League tournament unless Iran demonstrates it has put an end to restrictions on women’s ability to purchase tickets to and attend all matches.

We attach a screenshot of the FIVB’s Persian website which stated women could not purchase tickets for the July 2016 games in Tehran due to “limited space for female spectators” – in apparent violation of the FIVB’s non-discrimination clause in its own constitution (Section 1.5.4).

In the months before the World League matches in July, women in Iran and Human Rights Watch warned the FIVB that their Persian website plainly said there were no seats for women. A screenshot taken at the precise moment tickets went on sale for the Iran-Serbia match reads, “Women quota are finished,” raising serious concerns that the ticket sale may have never opened to women. The effect was that, once again, only men could buy tickets to FIVB matches in the 12,000-seat Azadi Stadium.

In a statement to Human Rights Watch, the FIVB wrote that 5,000 tickets for the opening matches “sold out in five minutes, including 466 attributed to a stand for women only.” However, photos from the tournament show two-thirds of empty seats in the women’s section.
Moreover, the Iranian news website *Tabnak News Agency* reported that these tickets were not “sold out” but were never put on sale to the public at all – reserved instead for wives of Iranian officials or female Iranian officials, Iranian female athletes, and in some cases the wives of foreign diplomats.

Our concerns were heightened by the reports of blatant discrimination at the Kish Island Beach Volleyball Open in February, despite an earlier statement by the FIVB that it had assurances from Iranian tournament organizers that matches would “be open to fans from all age groups and genders. This will include families and women.”

At the Rio Olympics, Iranian women were able to freely watch volleyball and cheer their national team. It was not at all surprising that some used their right to protest to draw attention to the discrimination the FIVB has failed to address for far too long by not insisting the Iran Volleyball Federation honor gender equality rules.

In light of the FIVB’s continued failure to effectively confront this blatant discrimination against Iran’s women, Human Rights Watch calls on your organization to pledge that that Iranian women will be able to freely attend any future tournaments hosted in Iran, and that Iran will lose the right to host all FIVB international tournaments in 2017 unless this happens.

The effective ongoing exclusion of most women spectators from FIVB events in Iran is in barefaced violation of the FIVB’s “fundamental principles” and a stain on the federation’s record. It should be brought to an end.

We hope that you will address this urgent matter in the wake of your Congress, and look forward to discussing remedial steps with you or your staff.

Sincerely,

Minky Worden  
Director of Global Initiatives  
Human Rights Watch  
wordenm@hrw.org

Sarah Leah Whitson  
Director, Middle East and North Africa Division  
Human Rights Watch  
whitsos@hrw.org
Translation of relevant text:
“As the designated seats for female spectators are limited, currently we do not sell tickets to women as the capacity has already been reached.”